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Abstract. The article substantiates the main pedagogical conditions of purposeful formation of the legal culture of future qualified sailors working in VET schools. The formation of the legal culture of future seamen workers, first of all, is aimed at mastering modern legal knowledge of students, in particular in the field of international maritime law, formation of their legal awareness, ability to successfully resolve future professional and legal situations, readiness to constantly replenish the amount of legal knowledge in self-education activities.

Today it is especially relevant for graduates of vocational education institutions of the maritime profile: domestic shipping is changing substantially, changing conditions of work of the floating crew, in particular, on international vessels.

The leading idea of the research characterizes the position that the legal culture, legal awareness, legal behavior, in particular future qualified skilled workers, should be purposefully formed, developed.

In the work of the means of expert evaluation revealed a number of factors that have the greatest impact on the formation of the legal culture of future skilled seamen workers, in particular: innovative pedagogical technologies; the content of the professional training of future seamen workers; modern means (including IT technologies) of vocational training; informational and educational environment of the institution of VET schools; pedagogical integration; self-education cognitive and legal activity of the student; effective methods of mastering students with legal knowledge and skills; vocational and pedagogical competence of teachers involved in the training program of seamen; experience of professional and legal behavior; motivation of students to master professional-legal knowledge; diagnostics, evaluation and management of the formation of the legal culture of students.

According to the results of the factor analysis, the following basic pedagogical conditions were substantiated: purposeful formation of the needs of students in the professional legal knowledge; application of innovative pedagogical technologies in professional legal training of seamen's workers; organization of productive self-education cognitive and legal activity of students; establishment of the elective course "Legal Culture of a Modern Seaman" in the educational process of VET schools.
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Introduction. The tendencies of social and economic development of the Ukrainian society, having been investigated in recent years, are convincing that the formation of the citizens' legal culture, their high legal awareness is the dominant vector of modernization process. This, in turn, requires a thorough vocational and legal training of skilled workers in all sectors of production, seafarers in particular.

Since shipping has undergone significant changes over the past decade, the problem is especially relevant: the new generation of ships have appeared, a significant part of production processes with new forms of work organization have been updated, new technologies of
navigation security in particular have been introduced. A considerable number of the graduates of domestic vocational maritime institutions work on foreign maritime vessels. According to the Labor Market Survey, the World Trade Maritime Fleet (Manpower Report), today Ukraine assumes the sixth position in the rankings among the maritime labor supply countries (International Maritime Organization, 2017).

Ukraine is a member of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and has signed major international regulations on maritime safety, in particular the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978, as amended (Manila Amendment, 2012). The implementation of the agreements, codes and recommendations of this international organization into the legislative framework of Ukraine obliges the management of maritime transport to make up the crews with highly proficient seafarers, who could ensure the safe operation of ships, the preservation of cargoes, and who obtained high professional (vocational) and legal training, in the field of international maritime law in particular.

**Materials and methods.** The problem of the formation of the prospective skilled seafarers' and proficient specialists' legal culture has been investigated in scientific research of teachers, philosophers, lawyers. As a component of professional culture, the legal culture of the future specialist has been developed by V.Grinev, I.Zyzun, V.Lozova, M.Kozyar, D.Kovalenko, M.Fitsula and others. Scientific aspect of legal culture formation by means of educational activities was the subject of the research carried out by such scholars as: G.Vasyanovich, M.Gorodytsky, I.Darmansky, V.Kopychikov, V.Kotyuk, O.Rem. The legal culture of personality as a component of professional culture, the legal culture of the future specialist has been investigated by I.Gryaznov, N.Luginova, T.Osipova, V.Ratko, G.Yavorskaya. In a number of papers written by scholars-lawyers (O.Sakun, S.Slivka, V.Tserenko, V.Yarmolenko) the peculiarities of the development of the professional legal culture of the law enforcement officers has been determined.

At the same time, there are very few works in which the scientific aspects of the legal culture formation of the prospective skilled seafarers have been investigated, this fact substantially actualizes the problem and determines the search for answers to the questions: what factors and pedagogical conditions should we provide for effective pedagogical actions in order to develop the given component of the general professional culture of the prospective skilled seafarers to sufficient levels?

For the solution of the given tasks the theoretical methods have been used (analysis of scientific resources, study of the normative documents requirements on the subject of the research, analysis of educational programs – in order to determine the state of the problem of the research and to define the directions of scientific search, comparison – in order to study various scientific approaches to the solution of the problems, analysis and synthesis – in order to establish cause-and-effect relationships between factors and conditions; empirical (observations, expert evaluations) – in order to determine the significance of factors, as well as methods of mathematical statistics (for summarizing the results obtained, their representation in tables and determining the coefficient of concordation).

Whereas the foregoing statements the **purpose of the article** is to substantiate the pedagogical conditions of purposeful formation of the students' legal culture at the Vocational Education Institutions of the maritime profile.

**Results and discussions.** Scientists unanimously admit that the legal culture, legal awareness, legal behavior of prospective skilled seafarers in particular, should be purposefully formed, developed. In order to provide the necessary scientific and methodological support for the given process, it is necessary to determine and theoretically substantiate the leading determinants that must be considered and provided first of all. The point is, first of all, about factors (circumstances, factors, causes, etc.), which we must determine with the results of scientific research.

It would not be out of place to point out that in psychological and pedagogical studies there is no unity of thoughts among scientists about the essence of such concepts as "factor", "condition", as their researchers often do not distinguish them. Such approaches can be found not only in scientific and pedagogical works, but in reference literature as well. In particular, in the "Great Explanatory Dictionary of Contemporary Ukrainian Language" (Bousel, ed., 2009), the "condition" is interpreted as a necessary circumstance that makes possible the implementation, creation, formation of something or facilitates for some reason. In turn, the notion of "factor" is defined as a condition, the driving force of any process, phenomenon; factor.

In our study, following P.Luzan (2004), V.Kruchek (2003), I.Mosya (2013), we determine factors and conditions in such way: pedagogical factors as the driving forces of the formation of the legal culture of the individual, having potential opportunities, become the driving forces of the process due to the created conditions (circumstances), which ensure their effectiveness by appropriate means.

At the first stage of the experimental work, the task was set: to determine the totality of factors that most significantly influenced the formation of the legal
culture of future skilled seafarers in the conditions of the educational process of the professional (vocational) education schools by means of a broad pilot study. For this purpose, the questionnaire was proposed to the respondents (pedagogical personnel of the professional (vocational) education schools of maritime profile, 29 participants), which suggested to indicate the factors of active, effective formation of the students' legal culture. In addition, we maintained that the instructions given to the respondents contained the explanation of the essence of legal culture as a phenomenon, the main content components of this integrative characteristic of the prospective skilled seafarers were listed as well.

According to the results of the survey conducted among the pedagogical staff, 11 factors were most often identified by respondents, in particular: innovative pedagogical technologies; the content of the professional and legal training of the prospective skilled seafarers; modern means (including IT technologies) of vocational and legal training; informational and educational environment of the professional (vocational) education schools; pedagogical integration; self-educational, cognitive-legal activities of the student; effective methods of mastering legal knowledge and skills by the students; professional and pedagogical competence of the teachers involved in the training program for seafarers; experience of professional and legal behavior; students' motivation to master vocational-legal knowledge; diagnostics, evaluation and management of the students' legal culture formation.

It's significant, that in the given list, the teachers pointed out the factors that could potentially impact on effectiveness of the legal culture formation of future skilled seafarers. Naturally, among these determinants there are the main, the most significant ones, which we must consider primarily.

To determine the validity of these factors an expert evaluation was conducted. In the expert letter to the respondents (19 faculty experts) it was suggested that these factors had to be ranked according to their importance in shaping the legal culture of prospective skilled seafarers. It should be noted, that in order to determine the reliability of the results before the expert letter, a control factor "Self-educational cognitive-legal activity of the student" had been introduced. It is not difficult to notice that the informational and educational environment is somewhat correlated with the self-educational activities of future seafarers, and therefore we should predict that providing the validity of the method, the sum of the ranks of these two factors should not differ significantly. Based on the results of the experts' ranking of the factors of the formation of the legal culture of prospective skilled seafarers, Table 1 was completed and the ranked sums of factors, their average values and places in the overall ranking system were determined.

It is worth noting that, as we had predicted, the factors "Self-educational cognitive-legal activities of the student" and "Information and educational environment of the professional (vocational) education schools" scored approximately the same sum of ranks – 94.0 and 93.5 respectively. This is evidence of the objectivity and reliability of the research results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Sum of ranks</th>
<th>Validity of factor</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Innovative pedagogical technologies</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Self-educational cognitive-legal activities of a student.</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Modern means (including IT technologies) of vocational and legal training</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Informational and educational environment of the professional (vocational) education schools</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pedagogical integration</td>
<td>170.5</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Content of the professional and legal training of the prospective seafarers</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Effective methods of mastering legal knowledge and skills by the students</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Professional and pedagogical competence of the teachers involved in the training program for seafarers.</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Experience of professional and legal behavior</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Students' motivation to master professional-legal knowledge</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Diagnostics, evaluation and management of the students' legal culture formation</td>
<td>158.5</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Results of experts' ranking of factors forming the legal culture of prospective seafarers
To elaborate objective conclusions based on the results of an expert evaluation of the factors shaping the legal culture of the prospective skilled seafarers, it was necessary to find out information about the unity of opinions of the expert group members. We see that such a procedure in conjunction with the verification of the accuracy of the matrix filling determines the validity of both the devices and the method of expert evaluation.

For this purpose, the coefficient of concordation , proposed by M. Candell and B. Smith, was used. Without going into the description of the known method of determining the coefficient of concordation, we state that in our research it is equal to 0.59 (at a significance level of 0.05, determined by the Pearson statistical criterion) (Glass, Stanley, 1976).

Thus, the performed statistical calculations confirm the consistency of experts’ opinions in determining the validity of factors and the reliability of the results of experts’ evaluation.

Relying on the results of the statistical analysis, we can state that the most influential pedagogical factors in the formation of the students’ legal culture are: motivation to master the professional and legal knowledge; innovative pedagogical technologies; effective methods of mastering legal knowledge and skills; informational and educational environment of the professional (vocational) education schools; self-educational, cognitive-legal activities of the student; diagnostics, evaluation and management of the students’ legal culture development; professional and pedagogical competence of the teachers involved in the training program for seafarers.

Applying the inductive method of establishing cause-and-effect relationships, we define the main pedagogical conditions that can transform experimentally determined factors into real causes of the formation of the legal culture of future skilled seafarers.

It's remarkable that the motivation of students to master professional and legal knowledge is determined by experts as a factor that primarily affects the formation of the students’ legal culture. The scientists, and not coincidentally, associate the motivation with the activity of the individual, with the driving forces of individual's behavior and activities.

First of all, it is about motives and needs as psychological content, which stimulates the students' aspiration for mastering knowledge, skills, experience and legal information in particular. At the same time, we define the motives as impulsive cause of the person's actions and behavior (the one that pushes for action); the need is interpreted as "the state of a living organism, a human individual, a social group or society as a whole, which expresses the need for something ... and is the driving force of their activity ... The pedagogical value of needs derives from their role in the development of personality" (Goncharenko, 1997, p. 226).

It should be stated that classical psychology has proved a close connection of needs and motives: the motives of behavior and activity arise from the realization of needs. At the same time, stimulation plays an extremely important role in the first initial stages of studying. It should be considered that we explain the stimulus as the internal or external factor causing the reaction, the action of a person (encouragement, perspective, game, ritual, tradition, didactic method, positive example, etc.). The mechanism of the development of the studying motive can be modeled as follows: the needs of a student "are encountered"with stimuli (the "objectivation"of the needs through the stimulus is being carried out) – transfiguration, transformation of the need into a motive and its awareness – further development of needs and motives at the expense of learning – the development of cognitive activity of the individual.

In our opinion, future proficient seafarers mastering professional and legal knowledge must be initiated with pedagogical stimulation, which later should be deliberately replaced by motives-interests arising on the basis of students’ intellectual satisfaction with positive results. In the future, for the development of students' cognitive-legal interests, it will be necessary to implement the following methodical techniques: the creation of problem situations; involvement in the project activity; demonstration of examples vital for a seafarer, especially by Internet means – which require students' productive-creative and cognitive actions.

On the basis of the foregoing, we define the first pedagogical condition for the formation of the legal culture of future skilled seafarers: the purposeful formation of the students' need for professional and legal knowledge.

It's reasonable that the formation of professional-legal knowledge, moral and legal characteristics, motivational-value orientations of the individual is carried out on the background of the implementation of the competent approach to the training of seafarers.

The indicated methodological educational conception envisages the achievement of the goals of competence-oriented training by means of pedagogical technologies. Pedagogical technologies can be determined as one of the directions of pedagogical science, developed to ensure the achievement of planned tasks, to increase the effectiveness of pedagogical interaction, to guarantee a high level of educational results.

Among modern pedagogical technologies, researchers single out the following varieties: problem learning; gaming; differentiated teaching; informational personally oriented training; developing training; collective learning method; development of
critical thinking; program training; interactive learning; modular training; collective creative education; distance learning, etc.

Both traditional and innovative teaching methods are used in pedagogical practice. It's reasonable, that traditional as well as innovative teaching methods have some advantages and disadvantages. It is appropriate to distinguish such advantages of traditional teaching methods as: organizational accuracy of the pedagogical process; constant, purposeful ideological and emotional influence of the teacher's personality on the students; optimal resources distribution at total training; high moral motivation of students; the thoroughness of the coverage of the educational process; orientation on the development of the mental processes of the student's personality (memory, thinking, attention, imagination, etc.); availability of instructional content; taking into account age and individual characteristics of students; the thorough planned ("bookish") students' knowledge, etc.

Disadvantages include: predominance of reproductive, algorithmic teaching methods; predominance of theoretical knowledge in the structure of graduates' qualification; improper orientation of the educational process to the development of the student's personality creative potential; domination of frontal forms of the training organization to the detriment of a person-oriented approach; predominance of subject-object relationships in pedagogical interaction, etc.

Innovative pedagogical technologies significantly eliminate the disadvantages of the customary educational process organization. They are purposeful, systematic and consistent practical implementing original, innovative methods, methods of pedagogical actions and means for changing the style of thinking and behavior of participants in pedagogical interaction, motivating students to self-improvement, self-development, and therefore contribute to improving the quality and effectiveness of the educational process.

It is worth agreeing with the scholars that the following are relevant today: pedagogical technology of critical thinking; teaching methods as a research; integral pedagogical technology; technology of developmental training; technology of forming a creative personality; case technology; project technology; group training technology, etc. To complete the coverage of this aspect, we establish that innovation activity is specific and rather complex, requiring special knowledge, skills and abilities. Therefore, the implementation of innovations is impossible without a teacher-researcher who has systemic thinking, developed ability to creative work, formed and conscious readiness not only to be involved in innovation processes, but also to be their initiator.

Thus, the implementation of innovative pedagogical technologies in the professional legal training of seafarers we distinguish by the second pedagogical condition for the purposeful formation of the legal culture of prospective skilled seafarers.

Regarding the intensity of technological changes, dynamic innovation processes and constant information updating in all spheres of public life and production, it is evident that no institution of professional (vocational) education can provide students with the knowledge sufficient for an effective activity in professional life.

Considering the aforesaid, there is a need for creating and implementing in professional (vocational) education schools the mechanisms of development of students' ability to effective self-education enabling them to work with different sources of knowledge and continuously develop their own intellectual potential, since under current conditions experienced worker must constantly improve his/her professional level and gain new knowledge and skills. It's a prerequisite for maintaining an adequate level of own competitiveness at the labor market, where the professional requirements to the specialists are constantly increasing. Therefore, one of the groundwork tasks of modern education is to develop students' independence, ability to self-organization, self-development and self-education.

Most scholars (N.Bukhlkova, B.Vovk, N.Kubrakova, I.Mosya, N.Polovnikova, V.Sknar, A.Trofimenko, etc.) demonstrate the unity of thoughts stating that self-education is acquired in the process of independent work without systematic course of study at an educational institution. Self-education is an integral part of systematic study, it promotes the deepening, expansion and strengthening of mastering the programme knowledge.

While researching, we concluded that the driving force of self-education is the internal motivation of the student. Self-education activities can be considered as the upper level of personality's development as a subject of educational and cognitive activities. At the same time, the effectiveness and results of the implementation of self-education are more important in the personal and social sense.

According to our study, the effectiveness of students' self-education activity depends on the correctness of its organization at the professional (vocational) education schools. It is precisely the systematic work of the teacher aimed at organizing an effective students' self-education activity and developing their self-educational competence, contributes to the education of a personality ready for self-education through life, able to solve independently his/her personal as well as global problems, capable of creativity, self-development and self-realization.

Based on the foregoing, we define the third pedagogical condition for the purposeful formation of the legal culture of prospective skilled seafarers: organizing students' productive self-educational cognitive and legal activities.
Legislative regulations, particularly in the field of maritime law, are constantly changing, new regulations, requirements and procedures are emerging. That is why it is extremely important to update constantly the teaching materials, providing the content of education with modern knowledge that they could implement in their professional activities from the first days of their work. Unfortunately, curricula and programs don't respond to ongoing changes in the current legislation, therefore, there is a need to implement additional forms of study into the educational process.

Currently, special workshops, studies, special courses, electives have increased the efficiency of educational activities due to individualization, wide variation in the content of education, are becoming increasingly popular. For example, electives has occupied an important place in the modern educational process, since they positively influence the formation of students' interests, cognitive activity, and facilitate the development of their creative attitude to independent work.

In our opinion, some scientists (N.Ostroverkha, S.Palchevsky, M.Fitsula, V.Chaika, L.Yakimenko, etc.) emphasize rightly that elective courses are aimed at enhancing the students' substantive knowledge of the courses, sections or themes of the subject taking into account their interests and desires. This is one of the effective forms of differentiated teaching intended for improving students' cognitive interests, intellectual abilities and forming students' vocational guidance. Compared with classroom studies, elective courses provide a high level of students' creative abilities. Search and research methods of teaching, project method in particular, heuristic method, etc. can be applied more widely and effectively.

Taking the above-mentioned into account, we must conclude that the implementation of the elective course "Contemporary Seafarer's Legal Culture" into training of the prospective skilled seafarers, firstly, will ensure students acquire mastering legal disciplines, thereby expanding their basic legal competence; to increase students' professionally oriented interest for the future professional activities; to expand students' interdisciplinary skills and interests through the integration of legal knowledge with the knowledge of professional-theoretical and vocational-practical training; to complete practice-oriented subject competence and career orientation.

Secondly, the implementation of such additional form of professional and legal training for future proficient seafarers makes it possible to apply a complex of productive methods of mastering legal knowledge, extends the content of legal disciplines to the modern knowledge component, and should contribute to the effective development of the students' legal awareness.

Consequently, the implementation of the elective course "Contemporary Seafarer's Legal Culture" into the educational process of the Institution of Professional (Vocational) Education is determined as the third pedagogical condition for the purposeful formation of the prospective proficient seafarers' legal culture.

Conclusions. For the effective formation of the prospective seafarers' legal culture in the educational process of professional (vocational) education schools, it is necessary to ensure the following conditions: the purposeful development of the students' need for professional and legal knowledge; application of innovative pedagogical technologies in professional legal training of seafarers; organization of effective students' self-educational cognitive-legal activities; implementation of the elective course "Contemporary Seafarer's Legal Culture" in the educational process of IoNV(VT)E.

The prospects of further research are associated with the development of a structural model for the formation of the professional legal culture of future proficient seafarers in the professional (vocational) education schools of the marine profile.
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Основні детермінанти формування правової культури майбутніх кваліфікованих моряків

Юлія Сюкіна,
аспірантка Інституту професійно-технічної освіти НАПН України

Реферат. У статті обґрунтовуються основні педагогічні умови цілеспрямованого формування правової культури майбутніх кваліфікованих робітників-моряків у закладах професійної (професійно-технічної) освіти (далі: ЗПТПО). Формування правової культури майбутніх робітників-моряків насамперед спрямовано на формування у них сучасних правових знань, зокрема міжнародного морського права, правосвідомості, умінь успішно розв'язувати в майбутньому професійно-правові ситуації, готовності постійно поповнювати обсяг правових знань у самосвідомій діяльності. Ними це особливо актуально для випускників закладів професійної освіти морського профілю: вітчизняне судноплавство істотно змінюється, міняються умови роботи плавсвідома, зокрема й на міжнародних судах. Провідну ідею дослідження характеризує положення про те, що правову культуру, правосвідомість, правоповідність, зокрема майбутніх кваліфікованих робітників-моряків, необхідно цілеспрямовано формувати, розв'язувати. У роботі зазначено експертного оцінювання виявлено низку факторів, що найбільшою мірою впливають на формування правової культури майбутніх кваліфікованих робітників-моряків, зокрема: 1) інноваційні педагогічні технології; 2) експертно-професійної підготовці майбутніх робітників-моряків; 3) сучасні засоби (в тому числі ІТ-технології) професійно-технічної підготовки; 4) інформаційно-освітні середовища закладу професійної (професійно-технічної) освіти; 5) педагогічна інтеграція; 6) самовідчуття навчально-правова діяльність учнів; 7) результативні методи оцінювання учителем навчального закінчення; 8) професійно-педагогічна компетентність викладачів, задіянних до програми підготовки робітників-моряків; 9) досвід професійно-правової підготовки; 10) мотивація учнів в навчальній діяльності; 11) діагностика, оцінювання та управління процесом формування правової культури учащихся. За результатами факторного аналізу обґрунтовано такі основні педагогічні умови: цілеспрямоване формування потреби учнів у професійно-правових знаннях; застосування інноваційних педагогічних технологій у професійній підготовці робітників-моряків, організація продуктивної самосвідомої пізнавально-правової діяльності учнів, упровадження в освітній процес закладу професійної освіти факультативу "Правова культура сучасного моряка".

Ключові слова: професійна освіта, правова культура, майбутній кваліфікований робітник-моряк, міжнародне морське право, правосвідомість.